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2019 DM Terminology Matching Puzzle

1. A document containing an invoice for multiple members A. Prepay Invoice

2. Multiple providers belonging to the same office/facility B. Provider Tax ID

3. A medical record that specifically indicates the state of a

patient's essential body functions such as their pulse rate,

temperature, respiration rate, weight and blood pressure.

C. Other Chase Reply

4. An identifiable information that includes any part of a patient's

medical record or payment history.

D. rateLIFT Chart ID

5. Contains the last 6 digits of the Unique Chase ID and Member ID E. Document Separation

6. QSD Team who completes the manual indexing of charts F. Split

7. This is a process that requires separating a document that

contains multiple members and/or document types

G. Chase

8. This a process where the system may lock a document to a user's

ID

H. Contracted Invoice

9. The data entry form in rateLIFT to conduct a member search I. Vital signs

10. Internal Chart ID is also known as _____ J. Medical Chart Invoice

11. This is link is used to further research for an associated

provider

K. Search Chase Tab

12. When a document with an alternate naming convention is

directed to an exception queue the DocMgmt Team does what?

L. Manually Indexing

13. A document that is received from a provider or facility that is

not classified as medical record or an invoice

M. Remove Locks

14. A document that is not relevant in the pursuit of data

collection

N. Protected Health Information

15. When documents are pursued, through requests fr medical

records based on a unique member, measure and provider

O. Bulk Invoice

16. This invoice requires payment prior releasing medical records P. Miscellaneous Documents

17. United States legislation that provides data privacy and

security provisions for safeguarding medical information

Q. Document Management Team

18. A document containing an invoice for a single member R. Group Name
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19. An invoice issued by the vendor for releasing copies of medical

records

S. Reference ID

20. This window allows you to split the document that contains

multiple members and/or document types.

T. HIPAA


